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Founded in 1985, Nelson Byrd Woltz Landscape Architects (NBW) is a 45-person landscape architecture firm
with offices in Charlottesville Virginia and New York City. Committed to education and conservation, the firm
has been involved in a broad array of public and private projects including botanic gardens, public parks,
private gardens and estates, academic institutions, corporate campuses, and town planning. The firm actively
seeks this diversity of project scales and types to cultivate the creativity of the professional staff. The varied
backgrounds of the staff include studies in the fields of landscape architecture, architecture, anthropology,
biology, economics, ecology, zoology, horticulture, art, art history, and architectural history. This broad
knowledge base supports the firm’s collective creativity and ability to respond to diverse client needs.
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el dorado inc is a cross-disciplinary design studio founded in 1996 in Kansas City, Mo., that specializes in
architecture, planning, urban design, public art, and infrastructural enhancements. The practice is comprised
of architects, artists and industrial designers who leverage a “hands-on” approach to projects through
an in-house fabrication shop that has established el dorado as a national leader in design execution and
refined craftsmanship. At the core of el dorado is a collaborative approach that effectively engages clients,
stakeholders, municipalities, artists, professional consultants and builders.

Landscape Architecture
Matt Whitaker
Thomas Brown
Lindsey Wilke

W.M. Whitaker & Associates (WMWA) is a landscape architecture practice based in Chattanooga, Tennessee
committed to providing high quality, regionally significant planning, site design, project administration and
consulting. We strive to create designs of integrity that are timeless, serve the needs of clients, enhance the
well-being of all living things and honor our philosophy.
Our work reflects an extensive knowledge of ecological systems, the built environment, fiscal responsibility
and a collaborative design process. We are passionate professionals with a meticulous attention to detail
and dedicated to finding and respecting the larger project architectural vision. WMWA works at a wide variety
of scales and projects and believes this diversity keeps our skills honed. We work closely with clients to
understand their sites, address concerns, tackle challenges and exceed expectation.
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Project Impetus and Planning Context
On June 30, 2009, the Buford Ellington 4-H Center located
in Milan, Tennessee was closed as part of a $2.6 million
budget reduction of the UT Extension prompted by the
State of Tennessee’s revenue shortfall. Even before this
closure, however, UT Extension recognized that the Milan
facility would soon need to be replaced or substantively
upgraded to provide a quality educational venue in the
future. Recognizing the importance of such a facility in
West Tennessee, the development and creation of a new
West Tennessee 4-H Center was named a key initiative
in UT Extension’s 2010-2020 Strategic Plan. A committee
was assembled to discuss the needs of UT Extension and
the region, and through an in-depth process Lone Oaks
Farm was identified as a property that could facilitate that
vision.
The Lone Oaks Farm property includes 1,200 acres of
scenic pastures, large bodies of water, and protected
woodlands; it is a complex site that will accommodate a
wide variety of programming. The rigorous work that has
been done to date by previous owners, current staff, and
various other UT employees has set the stage for Lone
Oaks to become a truly exceptional and unique place.
This master plan is the next step towards further
articulating the vision of the farm into an actionable plan.
Throughout the process, participants and stake holders
have been engaged to articulate goals for the landscape
and consider opportunities and constraints in achieving
them. Careful consideration has been given to the many
important architectural, agricultural, and ecological
elements of the property, and throughout the process the
project team has strived to reveal the rich narratives and
opportunities hidden in the landscape.
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Site Conditions
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Site Boundary and Conditions
The Lone Oaks Farm property includes 1,200 acres of
scenic pastures, large bodies of water, and protected
woodlands; it is a complex site that will accommodate a
wide variety of programming.
Fields and forest area exist in nearly equal proportions
and the site is readily accessible by an extensive road and
trail network.
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Proposed Framework
Through a series of presentations and workshops
the design team worked with members of the
Planning Committee and Executive Review Team to
develop and refine the preferred organization of the
farm.
The preferred scheme consolidated programs
related to youth education to the east and
Hospitality programs to the west.
Youth Education Programs:
4-H Camp
STEM Center
STEM School
Camping Area
Hospitality Programs:
Conferences
Heath and Wellness
Lodging
Events
Sporting Clays
Leadership Center

Hospitality

Youth
Education
Agricultural
Production
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Habitat Management and Monitoring

Forest buffer zone to create stream buffer and shade

Restore stream meander and buffer

Construct vernal pools
Meadow restoration
Purple martin nest boxes

Bluebird nest boxes

Stream fishes monitoring location
Bat boxes and acoustic montioring
Existing vernal pool

Forest buffer
Riparian/aquatic buffer
Managed forest*
High conservation value

Habitat conservation

Meadow restoration
0’

Habitat creation for targeted monitoring
Trail camera, stationary

Monitoring

Trail camera, mobile
Aquatic resources monitoring
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Proposed Plan

Legend
1. Clay Target Complex
2. Hospitality
3. Farm Center and Administration Hub
4. STEM & Farm Center
5. Youth Education and 4H Camp
6. Leadership Center
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Overview
The 4-H Camp is situated within the Upland Forest on the eastern
side of the property, in close proximity to the Big Lake. Upon
entering the property, campers will be taken through a sequence
of ecologies and functioning landscapes. Initially, meadows
interwoven with a meandering stream and braided channels
transition to the 4-H Agricultural Center, and into the forest,
traversing the perimeter of a native warm season grass meadow
and pasture. Ultimately, campers will arrive at a campus core,
and disperse to one of four cabin clusters, each a tribute to a
unique landscape: water and wetland; forest and silvopasture;
meadow and pasture; ravine and forest. Recreation and
education are immersed within the forest and its glades, lake and
wetlands, and agriculture.

Legend
1. Dining Hall
2. Recreation Center
3. Parking and Drop-Off
4. Infirmary and Admin Buildings
5. Amphitheater
6. Meadow Cabins
7. Fire Ring
8. Lake Cabins
9. Forest Cabins
10. Ravine (Staff) Cabins
11. STEM & Farm Center
12. Greenhouse and Storage Barn
13. Vegetable Garden
14. Swim Dock
15. Sail Dock
16. Board Walk
17. Zip Line & Canopy Tour
18. Shooting Range
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Cabin Structures Overview
Ecological Assets
Lone Oaks Farm is home to a rich and diverse series of
ecosystems and habitats. On the site of the 4-H Camp
grounds, four ecologies stand out as naturally occurring,
prominent assets: meadow, forest, lake and ravine. With
education as the guiding principle of the project, the cabins
are an opportunity to focus campers on one of these aspects
of the site each visit.
Architectural Elements
While the cabins will be programmed with various spaces
including bathrooms, bunk rooms, and gathering rooms,
the primary architectural elements of a cabin can be distilled
down to include floor, walls, structure, and roof. These are
the most essential elements for enclosure, the creation of a
temporary home for campers while they are at Lone Oaks.
Compatibility Matrix
To create a cost-effective and yet distinct variation on the
cabin clusters, the design team chose to associate a singular
ecosystem with a primary architectural component, modifying
that component from a base module to accentuate the user
experience with that ecology. These four distinctions in cabins
give variation and identity to each cabin cluster, while also
creating conversation starters amongst campers to learn
about others’ immersion into the ecosystems of Lone Oaks
Farm.

FOREST

MEADOW

LAKE
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RAVINE
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Forest

Meadow

Lake

Ravine
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Forest Cabins
Module Principles
The forest cabins give campers direct access to the forest
ecology by using structure to elevate the module above
the forest floor. Given the topographical change in the
wooded areas of the site, the forest cabins occupy a new
ground plane between the undulating topography below
and the tree canopy above.

Key Plan

Aggregation Strategy
The forest cabins are sited loosely parallel to contour
lines. Their long, narrow forms overlap one another,
reminiscent of felled trees streaking between still standing
trunks. The cabins are carefully sited so to remove as few
trees as possible during construction. Elevated walkways,
careful to avoid certain trees, link the cabins together. The
walkways splinter open between cabins into “outdoor mud
rooms” allowing campers a chance to shake off mud and
dirt before entering the cabins or bath facilities.
Experiential Quality
The forest cabins elevate campers into a zone that
provides a closer look to the canopy above and a fun
experience over the forest floor below.

Camp Graham / Weinstein Fiedlein Architects
Colorado Building Workshop / Micro Cabins
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Bottomland Forest Zone

Cabin Zone

Fire Access Road
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Aggregation
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Meadow Cabins
Module Principles
The meadow cabins give campers direct access to the
meadow ecology. The meadow cabins explore the wall, or
more broadly, the infill material between floor and roof. More
than simply siding or window, this horizontal plane can frame
the meadow to be viewed from inside the cabin. The meadow
cabins will be built along contours to offer obstacle-free
integration between the building and the landscape.

Key Plan

Aggregation Strategy
The meadow cabins are unified by their common view to the
meadow. Cabins are sited end to end to maximize the amount
of wall space that fronts onto the vast landscape. They are
linked by a continuous boardwalk that provides accessibility
between cabins and expands to form outdoor gathering
spaces between structures. Understanding that the meadow
will likely be burned annually, the cabins will be sited to allow
this regenerative practice.
Experiential Quality
The meadow cabins will integrate the architecture closely with
the landscape. Cabins, decks, and porches are set low in the
landscape to better connect the building with the meadow
ecology. Views from the meadow cabins are framed out and
down toward the landscape.

Black Bright House / Jan Henrik Jansen

Stealth Barn / Carl Turner Architects
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Lake Cabins
Module Principles
The lake cabins give campers direct access to the lake ecology
while staying a respectful distance away to protect sensitive
ecosystems. These cabins explore the floor, and the separation
it provides campers from the water. The floor is a continuous
extention from inside to outside, transitioning from floor to deck
to dock.

Key Plan

Aggregation Strategy
The lake cabins are unified by their common prospect to the
lake. Cabins run perpendicular to topography, creating a
dramatic experience as dry land drops away and becomes
swamp and then water. At the same time, this arrangement
reduces the cabins’ visible impact on the lake, hiding the bulk
of the building mass from view among the varied lakeshore
plantlife. Communal outdoor gathering spaces anchor the
buildings to dry land while narrow walkways alongside each
cabin lead campers out to more private docks.
Experiential Quality
The cabin living spaces are oriented towards the water’s edge
in order to frame views of the lake. Lake-specific storage
compartments built into the exterior of the cabin could afford
campers easy access to fishing and other short-term recreation
opportunities.

Canoe Cabin / Cheng + Snyder architects

Conference Room at Moulin de la Forge /
Bernard Desmoulin Architect
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Ravine Cabins
Module Principles
Each module is organized with a cluster of bedrooms to
one side of the bar (four seasonal staff bedrooms and
one year-round staff suite), a core of bathrooms and utility
spaces in the middle and a full kitchen and generous living
space at the opposite end. A soaring roof unifies the spaces
undeneath.

Key Plan

Aggregation Strategy
Hovering just above the naturally occurring ravine floor, the
cabins are arranged like the teeth of a zipper opening up as
the ravine expands beneath them. As the cabins separate
from one another, their connective porches offer views down
to the ravine below.
Experiential Quality
Intended to be used for both camp staff and possible future
rental opportunities, the ravine cabins are of an elevated
interior quality and character unique to the 4-H camp. Their
location is slightly away from the camp core to provide
a quieter, more secluded experience. Cantilevered living
spaces hover between tree canopy and ravine are linked
with connecting walkways to create a variety of spaces that
are both intimate and communal.

Shelton Residence / el dorado, inc.

Shelton Residence / el dorado, inc.
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H 4-H Camp Core
The camp core will serve as the primary gathering and social
space of the camp. The Dining Hall and Recreation Center are
sited prominently on a knoll overlooking the lake and adjacent
to a large proposed glade. The gladed area would be created
through a selective thinning of the forest trees to create a flexible
camp space. A large amphitheatre would be nestled into the
existing topography providing a space for large gatherings and
special events. Large recreation fields are located on both high
and low ground.
The entry drive crosses a timber bridge before terminating in
a small one way loop with a bus drop off area and associated
open air structure. Pathways throughout the camp provide multi
modal access to campers, service vehicles, and emergency
responders.

Legend
1. Dining Hall
2. Recreation Center
3. Parking (30 spaces)
4. Open Air Drop-off Structure
5. Infirmary
6. Admin Building
7. Ampitheater
8. Meadow Cabins
9. Staff Cabins
10. Swim Dock
11. Spash Pad
12. Swimming Pool
13. Rifle Range
14. Outdoor Dining Area
15. Log Boom

Multi-Use Trails

16. Beach and Inflatables
17. Zip Line
18. Playground
19. Upper Field
20. Lower Field
21. The Glade
22. Entry Bridge

Swim Dock

Gladed Area

Amphitheater
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H 4-H, STEM & Farm Center
Overview
As a welcoming arrival to the 4-H Camp complex, the 4-H
STEM and Farm Center will become a threshold to the
Lone Oaks Farm experience for students and visitors alike,
introducing the public to a variety of agricultural education
based endeavours and processes.
The design of the 4-H STEM and Farm Center will focus
on program elements developed in the Lone Oaks Farm
Youth Education Committee Report, including Livestock
management (large and small), agricultural demonstration,
vegetable/field crop/orchard production and the process of
getting food from ‘farm’ to ‘table.’

Legend
1. STEM & Farm Center
2. Arrival & Activity Court
3. Market Garden / Vegetable Plots
4. Greenhouse
5. Work Court
6. Storage Barns
7. NWSG Meadow/
Experimental Pasture
8. Paw Paw / Persimmon Grove
9. Garden or Crop Expansion Area
10. Restored Stream Channel
11. Pastures
12. Stream Crossing

Small Grazers in Experimental Pasture

Field Crops
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H 4-H STEM & Farm Center
Approach
This facility was born out of the combination of the STEM
Center and Farm Center program components in the Youth
Education Committee Report. Its primary function is to serve
as a center for area school day trips, exposing youth to an
education in farming, nature, technology and sustainability.
The STEM Center’s programmatic elements can largely be
grouped into four categories: food, nature, trade and storage.
Each individual component benefits from close proximity to
others within a category including water service requirements,
waste needs, sanitation, specific storage and shared resources.
Therefore the design team recommends an axial plan
arrangement where each bar houses a programmatic category,
framing a central court.
As a welcoming point of arrival to visitors and day students, an
open-air, north-facing court is created. Large-scale equipment
storage of boats and farm vehicles is housed in an extension of
the southernmost bar, affording easy and direct access to Big
Lake and Sunset Pond without compromising the garden area
to the west.
Key Plan

Equestrian Project / CC Arquitectos

Equestrian Project / CC Arquitectos
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Perspective Renderings

View of Forest Cabins from Main Loop Road
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View of Meadow Cabins from Meadow
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Perspective Renderings

View of Lake Cabins from the Dam
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View from Staff Cabin Porch
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Perspective Renderings

View of Camp Core
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View of Garden from STEM Center
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Focus Area: Youth Education & 4-H Perspective Renderings

34

View of STEM Center
from Entry Road
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Phasing Plan Phase 1

General Contractor Markups:
Estimating Design Evolution 25.0%
General Conditions 10.0%
Insurance 2.0%
Payment & Perfomance Bonds 1.0%
Architectural and Engineering Design Fee 12.0%
Escalation 0.0%

STEM & Farm Center
Wooden Barn
Green House
Boat House
Forest Cabins Standard (2)
Forest Cabins Extended (2)
Sitework for Phase I
Park Benchs (10 each)
Site Lighting
Dock Electrical & Lighting
Well System Electrical
Site Grading for Roads
Restoration of Wet Lands
Dredging and Regrading edges of the lake
Planting & Ecological Restoration
Asphalt Road
Chip 'n Seal Road
Pedestrian Walkways
Site Signage
Youth Entertainment Phase I
Floating Sail Dock with Wood Decking
Opinion of Probable Construction Cost Phase I

36

Price
$3,038,000
$374,000
$84,000
$265,000
$1,151,000
$1,387,000

Markups
$2,023,000
$249,000
$56,000
$177,000
$766,000
$923,000

Total
$5,061,000
$623,000
$140,000
$442,000
$1,917,000
$2,310,000

$38,000
$50,000
$15,000
$30,000
$128,000
$25,000
$50,000
$550,000
$229,000
$93,000
$187,000
$20,000

$25,000
$33,000
$10,000
$20,000
$85,000
$17,000
$33,000
$366,000
$153,000
$62,000
$125,000
$13,000

$63,000
$83,000
$25,000
$51,000
$213,000
$42,000
$83,000
$916,000
$382,000
$156,000
$312,000
$33,000

$53,000

$36,000

$89,000

$7,768,000

$5,172,000

$12,940,000
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Phasing Plan Phase 2

Price

Markups

Total

Dining Hall
Recreation Center
Amphitheater
Lake Cabins Standard (2)
Lake Cabins Extended (2)
Staff Cabins (4)
Large Open Air Pavilions
Small Open Air Pavilions
Drop Off Pavilion
Site Work Phase II
Park Benches (10 each)
Site Grading for Roads
Asphalt Road
Chip 'n Seal road
Wooden Bridge
Pedestrian walkways
Flag Pole
Hammock Grove
Outdoor Dining Area
Restoration of Wet Lands
Dredging and Regrading Edges of the Lake
Planting & Ecological Restoration
Site Signage
Youth Entertainment Phase II
Rifle Range
Archery Range
Ax Range
Water Toys, Stationary Platforms & Logging Pier
Courts and Game Spaces

$2,303,000
$1,962,000
$163,000
$1,135,000
$1,372,000
$2,210,000
$69,000
$29,000
$126,000

$1,534,000
$1,306,000
$108,000
$756,000
$913,000
$1,471,000
$46,000
$19,000
$84,000

$3,837,000
$3,268,000
$271,000
$1,891,000
$2,285,000
$3,681,000
$116,000
$49,000
$210,000

$38,000
$205,000
$328,000
$173,000
$306,000
$118,000
$7,000
$11,000
$91,000
$100,000
$75,000
$950,000
$10,000

$25,000
$137,000
$218,000
$115,000
$204,000
$79,000
$4,000
$7,000
$61,000
$67,000
$50,000
$633,000
$7,000

$63,000
$342,000
$546,000
$288,000
$510,000
$197,000
$11,000
$18,000
$151,000
$167,000
$125,000
$1,583,000
$17,000

$73,000
$38,000
$2,000
$42,000
$15,000

$49,000
$25,000
$2,000
$28,000
$10,000

$122,000
$63,000
$4,000
$71,000
$25,000

Opinion of Probable Construction Cost Phase II

$11,951,000

$7,957,000

$19,908,000

General Contractor Markups:
Estimating Design Evolution 25.0%
General Conditions 10.0%
Insurance 2.0%
Payment & Perfomance Bonds 1.0%
Architectural and Engineering Design Fee 12.0%
Escalation 0.0%
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Phasing Plan Phase 3

General Contractor Markups:
Estimating Design Evolution 25.0%
General Conditions 10.0%
Insurance 2.0%
Payment & Perfomance Bonds 1.0%
Architectural and Engineering Design Fee 12.0%
Escalation 0.0%

Price

Markups

Total

$1,074,000
$603,000
$1,216,000
$1,467,000

$715,000
$401,000
$810,000
$977,000

$1,789,000
$1,004,000
$2,026,000
$2,444,000

Administration Building
Infirmary
Meadow Cabins Standard (2)
Meadow Cabins Extended (2)
Site Work Phase III
Park Benches (10 each)
Grading for Roads
Administration Building
Asphalt Paving
Infirmary
Chip 'n Seal
Meadow Cabins Standard (2)
Pedestrian Walkways
Meadow Cabins Extended (2)
Elevated Boardwalk
Site Work Phase III
Camp Sites
Park Benches (10 each)
Restoration of Wetlands
Grading for Roads
Dredging and Regrading Edges of the Lake
Asphalt Paving
Planting & Ecological Restoration
Chip 'n Seal
Wayfinding Signage
Pedestrian Walkways
Youth Entertainment Phase III
Elevated Boardwalk
Zip Line
Camp Sites
Adventure Pavilions
Restoration of Wetlands
Pole Climb
Dredging and Regrading Edges of the Lake
Log Boom Dock
Planting & Ecological Restoration
Playground & Splash Pad
Wayfinding Signage
Swimming Pool
Youth Entertainment Phase III
Zip Line
Opinion of Probable Construction Cost Phase III
Adventure Pavilions
Pole Climb
Log Boom Dock
Total of all Phases
Playground & Splash Pad
Swimming Pool

$38,000
Price
$48,000
$1,074,000
$75,000
$603,000
$32,000
$1,216,000
$30,000
$1,467,000
$625,000
$38,000
$38,000
$75,000
$48,000
$75,000
$75,000
$250,000
$32,000
$10,000
$30,000
$625,000
$275,000
$38,000
$18,000
$75,000
$118,000
$75,000
$100,000
$250,000
$1,000,000
$10,000
$85,000

$25,000
Markups
$32,000
$715,000
$50,000
$401,000
$22,000
$810,000
$20,000
$977,000
$416,000
$25,000
$25,000
$50,000
$32,000
$50,000
$50,000
$166,000
$22,000
$7,000
$20,000
$416,000
$183,000
$25,000
$12,000
$50,000
$79,000
$50,000
$66,000
$166,000
$666,000
$7,000
$57,000

$63,000
Total
$80,000
$1,789,000
$125,000
$1,004,000
$54,000
$2,026,000
$49,000
$2,444,000
$1,041,000
$63,000
$63,000
$125,000
$80,000
$125,000
$125,000
$416,000
$54,000
$17,000
$49,000
$1,041,000
$458,000
$63,000
$29,000
$125,000
$197,000
$125,000
$166,000
$416,000
$1,666,000
$17,000
$142,000

$275,000
$7,251,000
$18,000
$118,000
$100,000
$26,970,000
$1,000,000
$85,000

$183,000
$4,828,000
$12,000
$79,000
$66,000
$17,957,000
$666,000
$57,000

$458,000
$12,079,000
$29,000
$197,000
$166,000
$44,927,000
$1,666,000
$142,000

Opinion of Probable Construction Cost Phase III

$7,251,000

$4,828,000

$12,079,000

$26,970,000

$17,957,000

$44,927,000

Total of all Phases
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Study Area: Hospitality Complex
The Hospitality Complex leverages the existing architecture
and spatial arrangements of the Ledbetter era buildings on the
20 acre plateau to serve the proposed needs of this hospitality
and conference center program. The strong axial geometries of
this plateau are reinforced by the placement of a new Inn at the
western edge of the ridge with the space in front of the current
Stable as the rotational pivot.
The Inn will serve 30-40 people and is imagined to be a high-end
residential structure for executives looking for a unique farm and
retreat experience in rural Tennessee. Access to the Inn will be
from a new road that will start at a fork in the existing road just
beyond the entrance at 10,000 Lake Hardeman Road. The left fork
will take visitors to the Restaurant area adjacent to the existing
oval drive and the right fork will take visitors to the Inn and retreat
cabins.
The Inn will be served by a dropoff area and valet service. Beyond
the Inn entrance a proposed parking lot will be built for staff and
visitor parking.

Legend

The Stables

The current Stable will be repurposed into a restaurant and event
space. The existing qualities of the architecture, including a tack
room and one or more stables, will be used to create a unique
space that feels authentic to the farm experience.
The current riding ring adjacent to the front of the Stable will be
repurposed as a large lawn/landscape space to allow for spillover
mingling space and for cocktails and small group gatherings. The
edges of this exterior space will be more heavily planted to create a
more inward and controlled viewshed experience. The three points
of departure from this rotational pivot point, counterclockwise
from the right, provide access back to the Inn, down the hill to the
pedestrian only zone of the ‘small lake’, and east to the Health and
Wellness Center.

Circle Drive

The current Shop retains the ability to host wedding events.
Additionally, it becomes a Wellness Center servicing the Inn
residents and other executives and visitors to the Farm. Access to
this building is from 10,000 Lake Hardeman Road.
The ‘Implement Shed’ at the far eastern edge of the plateau will
remain as a focal point and terminus to the central axis.
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1.

Inn & Meeting Rooms

2.

Cabins

3.

Resturant

4.

Implement Shed and Tower

5.

Health and Wellness Center

6.

Parking
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Study Area: Clay Target Complex
The Shooting Sports Complex site uses access from Sain Road
to provide a publicly accessible shooting opportunity for residents
of the county, visitors and school groups. The Road House is
repurposed to become a proshop, ticketing counter, and hunter
education center. The existing back porch becomes a covered
entry/dropoff area beyond which is parking for this program area.
There are 15 stations, skeet and trap fields, and a Five stand to
the east of the Lodge. The existing kennel structure is repurposed
into dry storage for sporting clays and a maintenance shed for the
golf carts that patrons will use to access the stations which are
strung along a mile long path. Halfway along the path there will be
a waystation serving light refreshments and providing bathrooms.
The Log Cabin will be repurposed into a catered event space for
entertaining that will allow easy access for those who wish to have
a more curated/higher-end shooting experience.

Legend
1.

Pro Shop and Check-in

2.

Hunter Education Building

3.

Dry Clay Storage

4.

Five Stand/Trap/Skeet

5.

Events Pavillion

6.

Halfway House

7.

Log Cabin

8.

Small Arms Range

9.

Lodging

10. Sporting Clays Course

Shooting Stand

Road House
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Sport Shooting

Study Area: Sporting Clays Center
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Study Area: Farm Center and Administration Hub
For the first phases of master plan implementation, the
Sale Barn continues to function as it is. The commercial
kitchen will continue to feed guests for various seminars,
meetings and education events. Storage of the antique tool
displays will continue as well as the use of various rooms
for administrative purposes.
Eventually this area will take on the additional function of
the centralized space for farm operations, maintenance,
and administration. The commercial kitchen operation
will be relocated to the Hospitality Complex at the new
Restaurant facility.
Legend
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1.

Farm Center

2.

Sale Barn

3.

Rotational Grazing Pasture

4.

Waterfall Cabin

5.

Entertainment Pavilion
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Study Area: Leadership Center
The Leadership Center is a 30+ acre precinct that
will facilitate a wide range of programs from executive
training to youth development. Access to the area will be
on existing roads that will be reinforced with a stabilized
surface. A pavilion will be located centrally in the area
to provide spaces for gathering, teaching, equipment
storage, and restrooms.
Initial leadership programs may include team building on
a low ropes course, paintball, orienteering, or creative
problem solving courses. The flexible nature of the
facility would also make it an ideal addition to the suite
of medium sized event spaces located throughout the
property.

Stream Study Area

Legend

Low ropes course

Flexible Pavilion
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1.

Leadership Pavillion

2.

Parking

3.

Low Ropes Course Area

4.

Paint Ball Area

5.

Stream Study Area

6.

Rooster Cabin (social lodge)

7.

Braided Wetland

8.

Safari Tents

Paint ball course
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